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I. INTRODUCTION

A large body of empirical research has found that predatory pricing\(^1\) can be an attractive anticompetitive strategy. Businesses have employed deep, temporary price cuts to eliminate or discipline rivals and maintain or increase their market power. As a result of successful predation, consumers enjoyed near-term low prices but endured oligopoly and monopoly power in the medium and long run. Studies have found evidence that leading firms in the airline, coffee, oil, shipping, sugar, telecommunications, and tobacco industries, among others, have used predatory pricing to preserve or enhance their market power. Deep price cuts have been applied in product lines or geographic areas in which entry has occurred and have served to neutralize the competitive threat.

Yet, the Supreme Court asserted in 1986 that, “predatory pricing is rarely tried, and even more rarely successful.”\(^2\) In doing so, it ignored empirical evidence dating back to the 1970s showing predatory pricing to be a reasonable and far from uncommon anticompetitive strategy.\(^3\) Doubling down, the Court in a 1993 decision, *Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.*, articulated a stringent two-part test for establishing predation.\(^4\) Plaintiffs must show that the defendant’s price was below an appropriate measure of cost and that the defendant had a dangerous probability of recouping its upfront losses through enhanced market power. As a corollary to its belief that predatory pricing is rarely tried, the Court exhibited an unbalanced focus on potential legal risks and worried that a more plaintiff-friendly rule could deter pro-consumer price-cutting. In short, it obsessed about false positives—imposing liability on innocent defendants—and discounted false negatives— acquitting actual predators. The *Brooke Group* test has made it virtually impossible for plaintiffs with even meritorious predatory pricing claims to go to trial. In ignoring the large body of empirical literature on the subject and relying on “narrow and inaccurate conceptions of how businesses operate,”\(^5\) the Court has defied Justice Holmes’ famous observation that “[t]he life of the law has not been logic; it has

---

1. A technical definition of predatory pricing: “a reduction in the price in the short run so as to drive competing firms out of the market or to discourage entry of new firms in an effort to gain larger profits via higher prices in the long run than would have been earned if the price reduction had not occurred.” Paul L. Joskow & Alvin K. Klevorick, *A Framework for Analyzing Predatory Pricing Policy*, 89 YALE L.J. 213, 219–20 (1979).
This Essay proposes a test for single-firm predatory pricing that follows the structured approach of *Brooke Group* while recognizing the economic logic of predation, and accordingly aims to strike a better balance between false positives and false negatives. A non-exhaustive review of empirical studies on monopolistic, oligopolistic, and buy-side predation demonstrates that the Supreme Court’s skepticism of predatory practices is not grounded in fact. The revised test, however, is intended to address only single-firm sell-side predation because oligopolistic predation and buyer-side predation are functionally distinguishable from monopolistic predation and likely call for a different analytical framework.  

Under the revised test, the plaintiff would first have to show that the defendant meets a market share threshold—forty percent may be an appropriate level—in the relevant market. Market share serves as an important initial screen and provides a safe harbor to firms that use aggressive pricing to enter new markets or increase their share from a small base. To establish a rebuttable presumption of predation, the plaintiff would have two routes. The plaintiff could prove that the defendant priced a substantial volume of commerce in the relevant market below its average avoidable cost. Alternatively, it could show that the defendant priced a substantial volume of commerce in the relevant market below long-run average incremental cost and that the defendant’s pricing conduct had a reasonable likelihood of harming consumers, whether through higher prices or reduced choice or quality. The substantial volume of commerce requirement provides a *de minimis* exception for sales made below average avoidable cost or long-run average incremental cost. For liability to be imposed, however, total sales in the relevant market in a given period need not have been made at a price below average avoidable or long-run average incremental cost.  

If the plaintiff makes a prima facie case of predation, the defendant would have the opportunity to rebut the presumption by offering a credible business justification. Business justifications for below cost price-cutting would include promotional pricing for new products, learning-by-doing, and other explanations indicating that the profitability of the pricing strategy is not dependent on maintaining or obtaining monopoly power. The revised test retains the cost-based approach of *Brooke Group* because it provides relatively clear guidance for businesses and courts. This test, however, demands less onerous proof from plaintiffs and uses a burden-shifting approach to reduce the risk of both false positives.  

---

positives and false negatives.

II. **Predatory Pricing Is Not Uncommon**

Empirical research has found evidence of successful predatory pricing in a number of markets. Scholars have shown that dominant firms in industries ranging from shipping to sugar likely used aggressive, temporary price cuts to eliminate or deter competition and to preserve or augment their market power. This body of research includes confirmation of judicial findings of predatory pricing in some of the most famous cases in the history of U.S. antitrust law. Table 1 provides a partial list of companies that likely engaged in successful predation.

Several theories explain the use of predatory pricing in maintaining or acquiring market power. First, a firm may use predatory pricing to create the false impression that a rival is failing due to poor management and persuade lenders to terminate funding—an effective tactic against rival firms dependent on outside financing for their survival. Second, a firm may want to convey misleading signals of either low production costs or weak market demand and convince would-be rivals that entry (or continued competition) is fruitless. Third, it may want to demonstrate its reputation as a “tough” competitor in one market to discourage potential entrants in other markets in which it participates.

---

9. Id. at 2285–86.
10. Id. at 2299–300.
11. Id. at 2300–01.
Table 1: Some Likely Cases of Predation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likely Predator(s)</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Monopolistic or Oligopolistic Predation</th>
<th>Sell or Buy Side Predation</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Oil</td>
<td>Refined Petroleum</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>Late 19th-Early 20th Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Tobacco</td>
<td>Plug Tobacco</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>Late 19th Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Sugar Refining Company</td>
<td>Refined Sugar</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>Late 19th-Early 20th Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Bell Telephone</td>
<td>Telephone Service</td>
<td>Southern United States</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>Late 19th-Early 20th Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Airlines</td>
<td>Airlines</td>
<td>Dallas-Forth Worth</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Airlines</td>
<td>Airlines</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Foods</td>
<td>Ground Coffee</td>
<td>Eastern United States</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>1970s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiff Bus</td>
<td>Local Bus Travel</td>
<td>Cardiff, Wales</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian match monopolist</td>
<td>Matches</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>1930s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safeway</td>
<td>Supermarkets</td>
<td>Edmonton, Canada</td>
<td>Monopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>1970s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Four cigarette companies</td>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Oligopolistic</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1930s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Williamson</td>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Oligopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>1980s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British shipping lines</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Africa, Asia, Australia</td>
<td>Oligopolistic</td>
<td>Sell</td>
<td>Late 19th Century</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to its general fame in the history of antitrust jurisprudence, the 1911 case involving Standard Oil (Standard)\textsuperscript{12} represents one of the most controversial examples of predatory pricing. The journalist Ida Tarbell and the Supreme Court each found evidence that Standard had engaged in aggressive price-cutting to eliminate rivals in many local markets for refined petroleum products.\textsuperscript{13} Many years later, however, University of Chicago scholar John

\textsuperscript{12} Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1 (1911).

\textsuperscript{13} Ida M. Tarbell, The History of the Standard Oil Company (1904); Standard Oil, 221
McGee claimed that the trial record did not indicate that Standard had engaged in predatory pricing. On this basis, McGee proceeded to make two general claims. He asserted that firms do not use predatory pricing and that predatory pricing is inherently unprofitable. McGee’s article has had a profound influence on economic and legal thinking on predatory pricing.

Recent scholarship reexamining the trial record and other evidence has discredited McGee’s claim that Standard did not use predatory pricing. On multiple occasions, when firms tried to enter local markets for refined petroleum products, Standard responded with aggressive price cuts, including to levels below its average variable costs. The company often provided sizable discounts using front companies, which the public viewed as being distinct from Standard. These seemingly autonomous entities featured names like Southern Oil Company of Richmond, Davidson Oil Company, and Paragon Oil. Through the use of bogus independents and so-called “fighting brands,” Standard could target discounting narrowly—at price-sensitive customers who purchased product from rivals—and maintain price levels on its other brands.

For example, in several Colorado markets, Standard used a front company for predatory pricing against a rival, the Rocky Mountain Oil Company. This campaign was successful and drove Rocky Mountain out of these markets, allowing Standard to raise its prices to pre-entry levels. Standard’s monopoly power in these markets was hardly ephemeral either. New entry did not occur for another eleven years after Rocky Mountain’s exit.

American Tobacco, the other nationally renowned firm found liable for monopolization in the same year as Standard Oil, likely engaged in predatory pricing in the market for plug tobacco, a form of smokeless tobacco.

---

15. Id. at 157.
18. Leslie, Revisionist History, supra note 17, at 586.
19. Id. at 593.
20. Id.
22. Dalton & Esposito, A Reexamination of the Trial Record, supra note 17, at 183–87.
23. Id.
24. Leslie, Revisionist History, supra note 17, at 591.
26. Malcolm R. Burns, Predatory Pricing and the Acquisition Cost of Competitors, J. POL. ECON.
company used fighting brands and focused its campaign of predation on competitive markets, just as Standard Oil did. In local markets where competitors were particularly strong, American Tobacco even gave away large quantities of plug tobacco for free. Predictably, the company incurred significant losses on plug tobacco sales. The losses from the “plug wars” led to a more than 50 percent decline in American Tobacco’s profits in the years 1895-1898. American Tobacco could withstand this economic sacrifice due to its profits from the monopolized cigarette market. Predation ultimately paid off. American Tobacco organized a trust in the plug tobacco market by purchasing weakened rivals at reduced cost and thereby acquired monopoly power in this market.

The American Sugar Refining Company (ASRC), the leading sugar producer in the Eastern United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, used predatory pricing to protect and enhance its market power. When competitors threatened its profits, the company resorted to predation. ASRC sometimes used recently acquired rivals, operating as sham independent competitors, to create the perception of a ruthlessly competitive market. It sustained significant losses through below-cost pricing but also injured its smaller rivals. By creating the expectation of indefinite losses, ASRC induced these rivals to agree to a lower buyout price than they would have otherwise accepted. Looking at the “rate of return” from reduced acquisition costs, these predatory campaigns yielded anywhere from 4 percent to 19.5 percent per annum. And this payoff represents only a part of the picture. Along with depressing buyout prices, ASRC’s predation strategy may have allowed it to obtain a larger market share in collusive arrangements while also convincing potential entrants that it was willing to sustain losses to maintain its long-term profitability.

Although AT&T’s rise to national dominance in telephone service has widely been attributed to the economies of scale and network effects in telephone systems, empirical research reveals a more complex story that includes

27. Adams & Brock, supra note 26, at 818, 821.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 820–21.
30. Id. at 820.
31. Id. at 822; Burns, supra note 26, at 290–91.
33. Id. at 53–59.
34. Id. at 63.
35. Id. at 66.
36. Id. at 63.
37. Id. at 61.
38. Id. at 63–64.
predatory conduct. Southern Bell Telephone Company (SBT), a predecessor to AT&T in the Southeastern United States, appears to have used predatory pricing to deter entry and eliminate competition in local markets.\textsuperscript{39} With the expiration of the original Bell patents in 1894, independent telephone companies emerged around the country.\textsuperscript{40} The Bell companies had a powerful incentive to eliminate these new rivals. In almost ninety percent of monopolized markets, the incumbent telephone operator enjoyed positive profits.\textsuperscript{41} In contrast, in competitive markets, only 35 percent of incumbents made money.\textsuperscript{42} In response to threatened or actual entry, SBT aggressively cut prices and, at times, even ran operating losses.\textsuperscript{43}

Predatory pricing appears to have been part of a larger strategy to establish dominance. SBT also engaged in network investments that resulted in short-term losses but increased the attractiveness of its network to customers in the long run.\textsuperscript{44} Further, it undertook a successful political and public relations campaign to establish government utility regulation over the industry, which restricted (unwelcome) entry and competition.\textsuperscript{45}

In recent decades, multiple airlines appear to have used predatory capacity expansions to eliminate low-cost entrants and reestablish dominance on routes at their hub airports. Regression analysis has found that fare premiums at hubs rise as concentration increases, and that hub carriers have employed predatory pricing in response to entry.\textsuperscript{46} In these cases, it is unclear whether the hub airlines offered fares below short-run costs, such as fuel, meal, and ticketing costs, during the predation period.\textsuperscript{47} Yet, consumers likely paid for the temporarily lower fares from dominant carriers with higher fares in the long run.

Northwest Airlines (Northwest) appears to have used predatory strategies to protect its dominant position at hubs in Minneapolis-St. Paul and Detroit. In early 1992, Reno Air announced it would offer service from Minneapolis to its mini-hub at Reno, providing connectivity between Minneapolis and the West Coast in competition with Northwest.\textsuperscript{48} In response to Reno Air’s stated plans,
Northwest said it would introduce flights between Reno and several West Coast cities and offer nonstop service at the same fare as Reno Air’s connecting options.\(^{49}\) Reno Air went ahead with its plans in April 1993 but, due to intense competition from Northwest, sustained heavy losses, leading it to reduce the number of flights within just two months and soon after withdraw entirely.\(^{50}\) Northwest promptly raised fares on Minneapolis-West Coast routes to above the pre-entry level and doubled its hub premium.\(^ {51}\) Northwest used a similar strategy to protect its dominance at its Detroit hub, in response to Spirit Airlines entering the Detroit-Boston and Detroit-Philadelphia routes in 1995.\(^{52}\) It dramatically increased capacity and cut prices in response to Spirit’s entry.\(^ {53}\) After Spirit left these markets, Northwest slashed the number of available seats and restored fares to pre-entry levels.\(^ {54}\)

American Airlines (American) has protected its dominance at its Dallas-Fort Worth hub in a similar fashion. In 1994, Vanguard Airlines entered the Dallas-Fort Worth to Kansas City route and offered very attractive fares.\(^ {55}\) American responded with increased seat capacity on these routes and matched or undercut Vanguard’s low fares.\(^ {56}\) After several months of vigorous price competition and heavy losses, Vanguard accepted its fate and withdrew from these routes.\(^ {57}\) Once Vanguard had exited the market, American reduced capacity on these routes and raised its fares.\(^ {58}\) Vanguard’s second attempt to serve Dallas-Fort Worth was met with a comparable response and also ended in failure.\(^ {59}\)

\(^{49}\) Id. at 980–81.

\(^{50}\) Id. at 981.

\(^{51}\) Id.

\(^{52}\) Spirit Airlines, 431 F.3d at 924 (Sixth Circuit reversed the district court’s grant of summary judgment for Northwest Airlines finding that a jury could find Northwest liable for predation even in the absence of pricing below average variable costs).

\(^{53}\) Id.

\(^{54}\) Id.

\(^{55}\) Edlin, supra note 7, at 983–84.

\(^{56}\) Id.

\(^{57}\) Id.

\(^{58}\) Id. at 984.

\(^{59}\) Id. The United States brought an unsuccessful predatory pricing case against American. See United States v. AMR Corp., 335 F.3d 1109 (10th Cir. 2003).
General Foods, once the leading seller of ground coffee in many cities in the Eastern United States, appears to have used predatory pricing to maintain its dominance in the 1970s. In response to Procter & Gamble’s entry into select Eastern markets, General Foods aggressively discounted its flagship Maxwell House brand and introduced a new economy coffee brand. At times, it sold Maxwell House at a retail price below the cost of raw coffee beans. Building on its first mover advantage, General Foods’ predatory campaign apparently deterred or delayed Procter & Gamble’s entry into many markets east of the Mississippi. In the Youngstown, Ohio sales district, for instance, General Foods used a period of below variable cost sales to neutralize nascent competition and restore pre-entry prices and profit levels.

Evidence of single-firm predatory pricing has been found in other nations, as well. The Canadian match monopoly used fighting brands and aggressive

61. Id. at 222.
62. Id.
63. Id. at 224.
64. Id. at 223. Controversially, the Federal Trade Commission ruled that General Foods did not engage in illegal predation, finding that there was not a dangerous probability of monopolization. In re General Foods Corp., 3 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 22,142 (Apr. 6, 1984).
price-cutting to punish actual entrants and deter future entry in the decades preceding World War II. In Edmonton, Alberta in the 1970s and early 1980s, Safeway appears to have built new supermarkets in close proximity to competing stores as a means of “spatial” predation.

By establishing a reputation for this type of aggressive response, Safeway may have discouraged new entry into other parts of Edmonton, even during periods of robust grocery sales.

The United Kingdom’s Office of Fair Trading (OFT) held in 2008 that the incumbent bus company in Cardiff, Wales successfully used predatory pricing to eliminate a new low-cost rival. After the UK government deregulated local bus service in 1985, Cardiff Bus enjoyed a monopoly position in the Welsh capital for many years. In April 2004, 2 Travel Group entered the Cardiff bus market with a low-cost, no-frills service. Anticipating 2 Travel’s entry, Cardiff Bus launched a no-frills service of its own on the same day and offered lower fares than 2 Travel. This aggressive price competition inflicted heavy losses on 2 Travel, forcing its exit in December 2004. The OFT found that Cardiff Bus’s fares on its discount service did not cover its operating costs—and were indeed not sufficient to cover the wages of its bus drivers. The OFT’s factual findings also indicate that Cardiff Bus launched this service with strictly exclusionary intent. For example, the company did not undertake any analysis of whether the service would be profitable and was principally concerned with eliminating a nascent competitor. Following 2 Travel’s departure from the market, Cardiff Bus increased its fares by 40 percent. The OFT also found that Cardiff Bus’s pricing conduct served to deter future entry.

Research has also uncovered evidence of predatory pricing in oligopolistic markets. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, British shipping car-

67. Id.
68. Office of Fair Trading, Abuse of a Dominant Position by Cardiff Bus, Case CE/52181/04 (Nov. 18, 2008).
69. Id. at 6.
70. Id. at 17.
71. Id. at 17, 22.
72. Id. at 19.
73. Id. at 164.
74. See id. at 179 (“In relation to Cardiff Bus’ argument that expending resources on analysis would be antithetical to the nature of the services, the OFT observes, as described in paragraphs 7.131 to 7.136, that Cardiff Bus did devote time and resources to gathering data while it was running its white services as well as to discussing developments, but the evidence shows that the focus of this attention was not on whether the white services were successful as a new service for customers, but on the progress and strength of 2 Travel as a competitor.”).
75. Id. at 247.
76. Id. at 243.
tels, organized formally as conferences, used predatory pricing to eliminate or discipline competitors on routes in Africa, Asia, and Australia. When a new shipping line entered a route, the incumbent lines often replied with aggressive price cuts to induce the new entrant to either exit or abide by collusive prices. These price cuts were sometimes in excess of fifty percent and lasted anywhere from a few days to one year. In *Mogul Steamship*, cartel members sent additional ships to Chinese ports in which entry had occurred and sought to retain shipping volumes “without any regard to whether the freight they should bid would be remunerative or not.” Freight rates fell to levels “so low that if [the members of the shipping conference] continued it they themselves could not carry on trade.”

Shipping lines selected their response based on the strength of the new firm. Incumbents were more likely to cut prices aggressively in response to entry by smaller and newer firms, vis-à-vis larger and older firms with a presence in multiple markets. Although one firm typically took the lead in targeting the new entrant, transfer payments among the cartel members ensured that the burden of predation was shared broadly. Successful price wars ended with the new entrant either exiting or accepting the cartel’s pricing structure. Under both scenarios, prices returned to, or close to, pre-entry levels.

Oligopolistic predation has been an episodic phenomenon in the U.S. cigarette market. In the 1920s, R.J. Reynolds, Lorillard, Liggett & Myers, and American Tobacco (the Big Four cigarette producers) reached a tacit understanding that they would follow the price increases of the market leader, R.J. Reynolds. In 1931, despite low input costs and weak demand on account of the Great Depression, the Big Four still increased prices. This price increase triggered the growth of so-called economy brands, with the (then-fringe) Philip Morris and Brown & Williamson (B&W) leading the expansion. The two companies priced their products below the Big Four and captured significant market share. The Big Four retaliated with a campaign of predation on the

---

79. *Id.* at 697.
80. *Id.* at 692.
81. Id. at 714–15.
82. Id. at 692.
83. Scott Morton, *supra* note at 77, at 693.
84. *Id.*
85. Id.
86. Adams & Brock, *supra* note 26, at 832–33.
87. Id. at 833.
88. Id. at 835.
89. Id. at 835–36.
sell-side and buy-side. They slashed the price of their cigarettes and also bid up the price of the lower-cost tobacco varieties that Philip Morris and B&W used in their cigarettes. The Big Four expanded market sales and sustained a significant decline in profitability due to the below-cost sales of certain brands. This prolonged predation, however, weakened the economy brands and led to the restoration of the coordinated pricing structure and bountiful profits in 1934.

In the early 1980s, with its market share small and falling, Liggett & Myers (Liggett) upended the cozy cigarette oligopoly by introducing low-cost generic cigarettes with simple black-and-white packaging and no advertising campaign. Liggett rapidly doubled its market share and was projected to become the third largest cigarette manufacturer. Recognizing the threat to its competitive position and accepting that other cigarette companies were unlikely to discipline Liggett, B&W, which was now the number three player and in the position of incumbent, sought to limit Liggett’s market expansion and the general growth of the generic segment. B&W replied to Liggett’s success with its own line of generic cigarettes and aggressive discounting, including pricing cigarettes at below its own variable costs. This price war started in 1984 and continued for more than a year, with both companies sustaining losses. In the end, B&W was successful: the much smaller Liggett could no longer endure the losses it had incurred during the price war. Liggett “surrendered” with a price increase, and the pricing structure that existed in the pre-generic cigarette market was reestablished.

Timber purchasers in Alaska appear to have used predatory bidding to cripple new entrants and maintain saw log prices below competitive levels. In the 1960s and 1970s, Ketchikan Pulp Company and Alaska Paper and Lumber Company were the leading operators of pulp plants and sawmills in Southeastern Alaska. They jointly purchased 90 percent of the saw logs sold in the area. When a Japanese paper company set up a factory, the two incumbents

90. Id. at 836–39.
91. Id. at 839.
92. Id. at 839–40.
93. Id. at 843–44.
94. Id. at 845–46.
95. Id. at 847–48.
96. Id. at 848–49.
97. Id. at 849–51.
98. Id. at 851.
99. Id.
100. Id. at 852–55.
102. Id. at 388.
retaliated with a campaign of predatory bidding. They increased their bids for saw logs to raise their rival’s costs and reduce its profitability. The two firms successfully eliminated the competitive threat through this strategy. Notably, the two incumbents did not lose money in the process of waging this war of attrition against the new entrant. Once the new entrant had exited the market for saw logs, the two incumbents lowered their bids on saw logs to “artificially depressed levels.” Predation was used to preserve market power among buyers, at the expense of timber sellers who subsequently sold their output at a lower price.

In examining a wide range of industries over the past one hundred-plus years, the empirical literature on predatory pricing reveals several patterns. First, predation can be an advantageous strategy that permits monopolistic and oligopolistic firms to eliminate, weaken, or discipline competitors and preserve their market power. Second, predators have often been large firms deriving revenues from multiple geographic markets or product segments. In contrast, the preyed upon firms have generally been smaller. Third, predators have targeted their aggressive price-cutting (or overbidding) in segments in which competition exists or has threatened to break out. Sometimes, predators have further restricted their pricing campaign through the use of front companies or fighting brands to minimize the losses they sustain. In other words, predators do not indiscriminately slash prices on their entire output; rather, they seek to concentrate their price-cutting “fire” on the competitive threat. Fourth, pricing above short-run costs has sometimes been used to achieve anticompetitive ends. Fifth, even in markets with low barriers to entry, a credible threat of predation can serve as an independent entry barrier that deters firms from entering new geographic markets or product lines.

III. THE SUPREME COURT IgnoRES REALITY IN ASSERTING THAT PREDATORY PRICING IS “RARELY TRIED, AND EVEN MORE RARELY SUCCESSFUL”

Despite the large body of empirical evidence suggesting that predatory pricing has been an attractive strategy for many dominant firms, the Supreme Court has treated the hypothesis that predatory pricing is “rarely tried, and even more

103. Id.
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id.
108. Matsushita, 475 U.S. at 589.
rarely successful as a scientific fact. Given this premise, the Court has articulated a two-part test for predation that makes it nearly impossible for plaintiffs to bring successful claims. And while the literature on predatory pricing is richer today than it was in 1993, an extensive body of research contradicted the Court’s doubts about the efficacy of predation even two decades ago.

In Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp. (Matsushita), the Court offered theoretical arguments on why predatory pricing is unlikely to occur. Citing Robert Bork, the majority stated that predatory pricing involves a certain loss today in exchange for an uncertain profit tomorrow. The loss incurred today may not eliminate or weaken the predator’s rivals. Moreover, tomorrow’s uncertain profit discounted for present value must exceed today’s loss for the strategy to be profitable. And even then, higher prices and profits tomorrow may invite new entry that soon erodes the predator’s enhanced market power. Based on this syllogism, predatory pricing was treated as an unlikely strategy. As a result, the Court stated that, “there is a consensus among commentators that predatory pricing schemes are rarely tried, and even more rarely successful.” Of additional importance to the Court was that the plaintiff had alleged oligopolistic, rather than monopolistic predation, which the Court asserted is “incalculably more difficult to execute than an analogous plan undertaken by a single predator.”

Based on its belief that predation is likely to be an unprofitable and uncommon strategy, the Court in Matsushita exhibited a lopsided focus on the competing risks of over-deterrence and under-deterrence. It feared that a less demanding standard for predatory pricing claims could discourage pro-consumer discounting. The Court stated that, “cutting prices in order to increase business often is the very essence of competition. Thus, mistaken inferences in cases such as this one are especially costly, because they chill the very conduct the antitrust laws are designed to protect.” In other words, the Court expressed a near-exclusive concern with false positives—imposing liability on firms that did not engage in predatory pricing. And it implicitly downplayed the risk of false negatives—acquitting firms that did, in fact, employ predatory pricing.
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The Court in *Brooke Group*—a case which addressed the cigarette price war between Liggett and B&W—recited the theoretical foundations laid out in *Matsushita* and established a strict two-part test for predation. According to the Court, “[l]ow prices benefit consumers regardless of how those prices are set, and so long as they are above predatory levels, they do not threaten competition.”119 Furthermore, the Court stated that, “[i]t would be ironic indeed if the standards for predatory pricing were so low that antitrust suits themselves became a tool for keeping prices high.”120 On these grounds, the Court established a rule that creates high hurdles for establishing predatory pricing. Although *Brooke Group* involved a Robinson-Patman Act claim alleging predation in an oligopolistic industry, the Court stated its new legal standard would also apply to Sherman Act Section 2 claims against single-firm predation.121 To be liable for predation, the defendant must have (1) priced its products at a level below an appropriate measure of cost, and (2) had a dangerous probability in a Section 2 claim (or a reasonable prospect in a Robinson-Patman claim) of recouping its upfront loss through enhanced market power.122

In 2007, the Supreme Court held in *Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Ross-Simmons Hardwood Lumber Co.* that predatory bidding allegations should also be examined using the *Brooke Group* framework.123 Once again, the Court failed to consider the empirical evidence that contradicted its belief about predation.124

The Court has formulated a predatory pricing test that has made it virtually impossible for plaintiffs to bring successful claims.125 *Brooke Group*, in effect, encouraged courts to dispose of predatory pricing claims at or before the summary judgment stage.126 The two factors of the test—below-cost pricing and dangerous probability of recoupment—are difficult for plaintiffs to satisfy.127 Although both prongs tilt the scales heavily in favor of defendants, the recoupment test has arguably proven to be the bigger obstacle for plaintiffs. It calls for speculative and complex calculations concerning the defendant’s post-predation pricing and profits.128 In addition, the recoupment prong fails—or, at a minimum, makes it very difficult—to consider the predator that seeks to deter
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entry and competition in its other markets, not just the market in which predation was employed.  

The recoupment requirement has, in effect, legalized predatory pricing. As the Supreme Court desired, few plaintiffs in predatory pricing cases have made it past summary judgment since 1993. If predatory pricing were “rarely tried, and even more rarely successful,” the Brooke Group rule would be appropriate due to the threat of false positives. But copious evidence shows that predatory pricing is commonly attempted and reveals the need to take into account the harm to consumers from false negatives.

In claiming that a theoretical “consensus” existed about the infrequency and irrationality of predatory pricing, the Court cited conservative scholars who had ignored the extensive literature that existed at the time of Matsushita and Brooke Group. The Brooke Group test relies on a stylized theory about competition and entry that glosses over the potential long-term market harm from deep—but temporary—price discounting. The empirical evidence undercuts the belief that predatory pricing is about as prevalent in the real world as a “white tiger,” “unicorn,” or “dragon.” Research has shown that predatory pricing has been used to acquire and maintain monopoly power and punish firms seeking to undercut stable cartels.

In announcing a test that is hostile to predatory pricing claims, the Supreme Court fixated on the risk of false positives and discounted the very real threat of allowing false negatives— to the detriment of consumers. Particularly in industries characterized by rapid technological development, excusing the anticompetitive behavior of monopolists may create greater economic harms, such as reduced consumer choice and diminished innovation in the long run, than punishing innocent dominant firms, which may result in a loss of low prices in the short run. In other words, the Court likely underestimated not only the prob-
ability of false negatives, but also the magnitude of harm from these errors. 140

IV. A REVISED TEST FOR PREDATORY PRICING

A realistic predatory pricing test must reflect how predation can be an effective anticompetitive strategy. At the same time, it must recognize that dominant firms may resort to aggressive price-cutting for reasons other than augmenting or maintaining their market power. Accordingly, a rule should reflect the risk of both false positives and false negatives.

Under the revised test, plaintiffs would establish a rebuttable presumption of predation if they satisfied a market share and price-cost test. 141 First, the defendant’s market share would have to exceed a particular threshold—forty percent in a relevant market may be an appropriate screen. Because a credible threat of predation can serve as an independent entry barrier, the plaintiff would not be required to prove the existence of barriers to entry in the relevant market. Second, a price-cost test would have to be satisfied. The plaintiff would have to show that the defendant priced a significant volume of commerce in the relevant market at either (1) below average avoidable cost or (2) below long-run average incremental cost, and that this pricing strategy has a reasonable likelihood of inflicting harm on consumers. Prices below long-run costs but above short-run costs are less suspect from an antitrust perspective than prices below short-run cost. If they allege only pricing below long-run average incremental cost, plaintiffs would also have to prove a reasonable likelihood of consumer harm from the defendant’s pricing strategy. 142 Monopolists and would-be monopolists would not be able to use pricing above average avoidable costs as an absolute defense. Plaintiffs would also only have to establish below-cost pricing on a substantial volume of commerce, as opposed to below-cost pricing on average for total sales in the relevant market during the period of predation. And critically, the administratively unworkable recoupment requirement would be eliminated.

If a prima facie case is established, the defendant would have the opportunity to present procompetitive business justifications. It could rebut the presump-
tion by showing that its pricing practices were part of, for example, a promotional pricing or learning-by-doing strategy. This list of business justifications is not exhaustive. As they acquire experience reviewing predatory pricing claims using the revised test, courts could establish additional defenses.

Even as it addresses the threat of false negatives, the revised predatory pricing test also accounts for the risk of false positives. To minimize the threat of false positives, the test includes a structural screen that immunizes from Section 2 liability the pricing decisions of firms with market shares below a particular threshold. Only a small fraction of all businesses would even have to worry about judicial scrutiny for predation, let alone the possibility of legal liability. The substantial volume of commerce requirement provides a safe harbor for defendants that have sold a de minimis volume of output at below average avoidable cost or long-run average incremental cost. Also, the price-cost test protects the competitive pricing decisions of all firms. In addition, even if a plaintiff establishes a presumption of predation, the defendant would have the opportunity to rebut it through the introduction of qualified business justifications for its pricing conduct.

A. Defendant Meets a Market Share Threshold in a Relevant Market

A minimum market share requirement serves as a workable screen to distinguish between aggressive price discounting that likely benefits consumers and price-cutting that has the potential to maintain or augment a firm’s market power. This screen allows courts to concentrate on “situations where predatory pricing may be a significant empirical problem.” A firm with a one percent share in a relevant market is unlikely to be able to acquire significant market power through below-cost pricing. And in the event it does obtain or threaten to obtain monopoly power through below-cost pricing, this firm would cross the market share threshold and be subject to scrutiny for predation. This screen would recognize that price discounting by the vast majority of businesses does not carry anticompetitive risk and ensure that their pricing decisions are immune from antitrust liability. On the other hand, even Judge Easterbrook—a skeptic of predatory pricing and a strident critic of much of antitrust law—has implied that a dominant firm accused of predatory pricing should be investigated.
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Market shares have been criticized as a deficient measure of market power—the ability of businesses to raise or depress prices profitably. Why not require plaintiffs to demonstrate that the defendant has market power instead of asking the plaintiff to show that the defendant possesses a particular share in a relevant market? Although it is an admittedly imperfect proxy for market power, a market share screen provides a (comparatively) bright line and involves less ambiguity than market power, which exists along a continuum. If market power is used instead, what is the degree of market power that a predatory pricing plaintiff would have to establish? It is doubtful whether a clear threshold could be defined. For predatory pricing doctrine, in which false positives are a real—but not the only—concern, a flawed but relatively clear screen is preferable to a perhaps more economically informative but also somewhat nebulous metric.

Although selecting a market share screen has a degree of arbitrariness, a forty percent screen may be an appropriate cutoff and is likely to distinguish benign price discounting from potentially predatory price-cutting. This screen would capture dominant firms that could be using deep price cuts to punish or eliminate competitors and to preserve or augment their market power. It would also reach firms that are on the cusp of dominance who may use predation to obtain monopoly power. In other words, the forty percent screen would identify instances of both monopoly maintenance and monopoly acquisition. At the same time, the screen is sufficiently high that price-cutting by the overwhelming majority of businesses would not invite antitrust scrutiny.

A complicating factor is the prevailing assumption that anticompetitive conduct is unlikely in the absence of barriers to entry. If a defendant engages in anticompetitive conduct with the goal of raising prices, higher prices, in the absence of barriers to entry, are assumed to attract new competitors. This resurrected competition would defeat the defendant’s attempt to exercise market power.

This well-worn theory is seriously flawed because anticompetitive practices themselves can serve as barriers to entry. A credible threat of predatory pricing may “operate as an effective hindrance to new entry even in situations where the conventional barriers to entry are weak or absent.” A firm that has displayed a willingness to apply sharp, even loss-making, price cuts to elim-
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nate or discipline new entrants or competitors may acquire a reputation for being a predator.\textsuperscript{152} Even with the temptation of high prices in a market with low entry barriers, a firm may refrain from entry when it sees, in addition to the "no trespassing sign,"\textsuperscript{153} "four or five corpses lying around"\textsuperscript{154} due to past predatory conduct by the incumbent.\textsuperscript{155} Consequently, a predation claim should not be dismissed for failing to establish entry barriers in the relevant market.

\textbf{B. Defendant Has Priced a Substantial Volume of Commerce in the Relevant Market Below an Appropriate Measure of Cost}

\textit{1. Substantial Volume of Commerce}

The substantial volume of commerce requirement would not demand proof that the defendant sold total output in the relevant market at an average price below an appropriate measure of cost.\textsuperscript{156} Rather, the plaintiff would have to show that the defendant priced a significant quantity of sales in the relevant market at below an appropriate measure of cost. As the empirical literature has revealed, incumbents have used predatory pricing successfully against rivals with a narrower product line or smaller geographic presence. They have often confined their aggressive pricing to the particular part of the market in which they faced new entry or competition. Moreover, these firms have sometimes relied on front companies or fighting brands in their predatory campaigns. Through these marketing tactics, they have aimed their predatory sales at price-sensitive customers who had either “defected” or threatened to defect to the “unwelcome” rival. If plaintiffs had to show that the defendant’s total output in the relevant market was sold at an average price below cost during a particular time period, targeted predation strategies would effectively receive antitrust immunity.

The substantial volume of commerce requirement would not denote an exact dollar amount. It would be a case-specific determination dependent on the size of the market and the fraction of sales that were made at below an appropriate measure of cost. This condition would serve as a safe harbor for defend-
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ants that engaged in de minimis below-cost sales. For instance, a defendant that made a below-cost sale to one small customer on one occasion in a relevant market with thousands of actual and potential buyers would not have priced a substantial volume of commerce below an appropriate measure of cost. Similarly, a defendant that sold $1,000 worth of goods at a below-cost price in a relevant market that had annual sales of $100 million would not have sold a substantial volume of commerce below an appropriate measure of cost.

2. **Below Average Avoidable Cost**

To establish a rebuttable presumption of predation, the plaintiff could show that the defendant sold a substantial volume of commerce in the relevant market at a price below average avoidable cost (AAC). Both AAC and average variable cost (AVC) are measures of short-run cost, but “unlike AVC, AAC does not require an allocation between fixed and variable costs.”\(^{157}\) AAC “also more closely approximates marginal cost because it includes all costs, whether fixed or variable that could have been avoided had the defendant not made the predatory sales.”\(^{158}\) In short, AAC represents costs that would not have been incurred in the short term in the absence of the predatory sales. Although a firm may not maximize profits at all times, incurring a deliberate loss on a substantial volume of commerce suggests an anticompetitive motive,\(^{159}\) and that “the firm’s decisionmakers [may] have determined that recoupment is likely.”\(^{160}\) When a large market share is combined with pricing below AAC, a rebuttable presumption of predation would be established.

3. **Between Average Available Cost and Long-Run Average Incremental Cost and Reasonable Likelihood of Consumer Harm**

At the same time, a firm with a market share in excess of forty percent and prices above AAC but below long-run costs should not be immune from scrutiny for predatory pricing.\(^{161}\) To create a presumption in its favor, a plaintiff would be allowed to show that the defendant priced a substantial volume of commerce below its long-run average incremental cost (LAIC), and that this pricing creates a reasonable likelihood of consumer harm. LAIC is “the per unit cost of producing the predatory increment of output whenever such costs were incurred.”\(^{162}\) In contrast to AAC, this measure captures all expenditures,
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whether in equipment, energy, or labor, necessary for the predatory sales, irrespective of whether they were made yesterday or five years ago.

In addition to below-LAIC pricing, the plaintiff would have to demonstrate that this pricing conduct has a reasonable likelihood of producing consumer harm. This higher burden is appropriate because a defendant that prices below its LAIC (but above its AAC) is not incurring short-run losses. It is covering its avoidable costs and making a profit, or at least breaking even, in the short run, but still could be attempting to acquire or maintain long-term monopoly power. The airline industry offers multiple examples of dominant hub carriers reducing fares—but likely keeping them above average avoidable cost—to eliminate new entrants and restore their monopoly power. Even though the airlines may have covered their short-run costs in their predatory campaigns, the harm to consumers in the long run was no less real.

A plaintiff could demonstrate a reasonable likelihood of consumer harm in a number of ways. In some instances, the plaintiff may be able to show that once the defendant’s pricing strategy eliminated rivals, it raised its prices back to levels that prevailed before entry. With these facts, the plaintiff could prove actual consumer harm. In other cases, the plaintiff may be able to show a reasonable likelihood of consumer harm, such as a likely price increase or reduction in quality due to the defendant’s pricing conduct. Intent evidence can prove informative in this inquiry. The plaintiff could also show that prospective entrants, in either the market in which predation occurred or in another market, canceled or postponed their entry plans in response to the predatory campaign. Harm that is projected further out in the future is, by definition, more hypothetical and would accordingly be treated with greater skepticism.

The consumer harm requirement resembles the recoupment prong of *Brooke Group* but offers multiple advantages. First, the Supreme Court has held that the antitrust laws are a “consumer welfare prescription.” When feasible, the Court has called for focusing on ultimate harm to consumers, instead of a surrogate for consumer injury like enhanced market power. Second, the recoupment test requires courts to evaluate whether the alleged predator will recover its upfront loss and then some after the period of predation has ended. This is a complex inquiry: courts face great difficulties in quantifying both the
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losses in the initial period and the future gains from the alleged predation.\textsuperscript{167} And when a dominant firm engages in reputational predation in one market to discourage entry in other markets, the recoupment test is very difficult to apply.\textsuperscript{168} Which other markets should courts examine and how would they compute the gains from predation across a number of markets? Third, the recoupment test is paradoxically more forgiving toward deep price cuts than shallow cuts: the plaintiff must show a larger profit in the recoupment period to establish predation when the defendant has engaged in deep price cuts.\textsuperscript{169} The result may be that courts “treat a deeper price cut more leniently rather than less so.”\textsuperscript{170} The consumer harm test, in contrast, reduces these administrative difficulties and looks at whether there is a reasonable probability that consumers are going to pay more, experience fewer choices, or receive lower quality products in one or more markets as a result of the alleged predation.

C. Business Justifications

If the plaintiff establishes a presumption of predation, the defendant would be allowed to introduce evidence showing that its pricing strategy had benign or procompetitive justifications. These justifications would have to be more than assertions and would require detailed supporting evidence. To rebut the presumption, the defendant would be permitted to offer any justification establishing that the profitability of its pricing strategy was not tied to preserving or acquiring monopoly power. A non-exhaustive list of defenses is considered below.\textsuperscript{171}

1. Promotional Pricing

A firm may engage in below-cost pricing when it introduces a new product to the market.\textsuperscript{172} Consumers are often reluctant to try a novel offering due to a general wariness of the unfamiliar. Since claims about quality or value are hard to verify and in-store sampling may be costly or ineffective, the firm may have to engage in aggressive pricing to attract buyers.\textsuperscript{173} If the product is the first of its kind, the firm may have a one hundred percent share in the relevant market.
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and sell a substantial volume of its output at below an appropriate measure of cost. Punishing firms for introducing new products and marketing them aggressively would contradict the consumer welfare objective of the antitrust laws.

Firms that launch new products should have a time-delimited safe harbor—a period of one or two years seems appropriate—following the product’s introduction. This period of immunity would assure them that they could develop and sell innovative new products without fear of predatory pricing liability. But the time limitation on this defense would ensure that firms could not invoke it indefinitely to immunize aggressive pricing that is intended to deter entry and maintain monopoly power.

2. Learning-by-Doing

Firms can sometimes lower their costs through learning-by-doing. A firm may increase its production volume and sell the output at below its avoidable cost without having a predatory motive. Through this type of output expansion, the firm may suffer a short-term loss but also lower its long-term costs of production. The success of this strategy is not necessarily dependent on reducing competition and maintaining or augmenting the firm’s market power. Because of the difficulty in differentiating a learning-by-doing strategy from a predatory strategy, defendants would have to demonstrate that alternatives, such as “mentoring by other workers, class room training, process R&D, or producing to inventory,” are significantly more costly or otherwise infeasible.

3. Loss Leading Should Not Be An Independent Defense

Retailers routinely sell select items at below cost to increase store traffic—so-called “loss leaders.” Consumers may shop carefully for some goods but not others. For example, grocery shoppers may compare prices on eggs and milk at multiple supermarkets in a newspaper or on the internet but not do the same for prime cut steaks and red wine. A supermarket that sells milk or eggs at below cost as loss leaders and advertises this special in its weekly flyers may be able to increase the number of shoppers who visit its store. To avoid the inconvenience of traveling to multiple supermarkets, consumers who visit a particular store on account of its low prices on eggs or milk may also purchase other items there. If the supermarket attracts enough shoppers who purchase
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both the below-cost loss leaders and other higher margin items, loss leading may be a profitable strategy. Defenders should, however, not be permitted to use loss leading as a justification to rebut predatory pricing. When a retailer has market power, the risk that an ostensible loss leading strategy may function as a predatory campaign against competitors with narrower product lines is high. In addition, even if loss leading is a profitable short-run strategy, the practice’s desirability from a consumer perspective is questionable. The short-term profitability of loss leading depends on misleading consumers by creating the perception of all-around low prices. Stores capture consumer surplus from shoppers who purchase advertised loss leaders but also purchase unadvertised, high margin products. Finally, regardless of the consumer merits of loss leading, the vast majority of retailers, with local market shares well below forty percent, would be free to practice loss leading under the revised test.

4. What about Network Effects and Two-Sided Markets?

In many high technology markets, network effects are an important determinant of market evolution. For example, a computer operating system with more users is likely to attract more third-party application developers. More applications, in turn, draw more users. This is a two-sided market: an owner of an operating system needs to get both users and application developers on board to succeed. For example, offering a low price on the operating system may be a practical way to build a user base and unleash a virtuous circle of network effects. Two-sided markets pose difficulties for the revised (and any cost-based predatory pricing) test. To get two distinct groups to use its service, a participant in a two-sided market may need to price below-cost to one side and price above-cost to the other side. A court would be mistaken to look at the group that receives below-cost prices in isolation. This analytical framework would
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ignore the reality that inducing both sides to join is essential for the service to succeed and that one side may be unwilling to join in the absence of low prices, or sometimes, even free service.

Think of Google as an illustration. A search engine requires a large base of users and advertisers to be profitable. Most users, however, are unlikely to pay money for online search so Google provides search for free and earns revenue from advertisers. To apply the revised test to two-sided markets, courts need to look at both sides of the market. The defendant’s share in both markets needs to be considered. One possibility for courts to consider: To avoid discouraging the growth of new platforms, a market share of below the required threshold on one side of the platform could be treated as insufficient for liability. In addition, combined revenues need to be compared to combined costs from both sides. If combined revenues are below AAC or LAIC, the defendant may be engaging in predation. To be sure, this calculation is not likely to be an easy one, but the alternative is to misunderstand the nature of two-sided markets and misapply the test.

While the revised test must be applied with care to two-sided markets, network effects are not needed as an independent business justification to rebut a presumption of predatory pricing. The promotional pricing defense covers competitively neutral or beneficial below-cost pricing for the purpose of exploiting network effects. Furthermore, a firm with a share below the threshold in the relevant market would enjoy an absolute defense to predatory pricing claims and would not be required to offer a business justification.

Absent the time-defined promotional pricing defense, a firm with a market share in excess of the threshold would not be allowed to invoke network effects as a defense to predation. A market in which multiple platforms compete is often preferable to a market with a single dominant platform. In some cases, network effects may be so strong that the market “tips” to a single platform. Firms with large market shares, however, should not be allowed to induce market tipping through predatory pricing.

D. The Role of Intent Evidence

Although the revised test would not require a formal showing of predatory intent, the defendant’s intent would still play an important role in the judicial process. The revised test would offer significant guidance for businesses and
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judges, but it would not eliminate the need for complex factual determinations. Intent evidence may play a particularly important role in evaluating the reasonable likelihood of consumer harm and the credibility of business justifications. Some documents may reveal “braggadocio on the part of employees” and be uninformative or even misleading to courts. Others, however, may present “alternative strategies and expected results as part of a firm’s decision-making routine.”

Plaintiffs and defendants could cite intent evidence in support of their claims and defenses. Internal documents that described maintaining long-term monopoly prices on account of aggressive short-run pricing would bolster support for the allegations of consumer harm. Documents of this type would also undermine the reliability of the defendant’s proffered business justifications. On the other hand, operational documents that discussed a defendant’s learning-by-doing through temporary below-cost sales would confer credibility on its defense.

E. Does Brooke Group Foreclose the Application of the Revised Test?

In an ideal world, the Supreme Court or Congress would recognize the deficiencies of the current legal standard for predation and adopt a test for single-firm predation that is similar to the revised test. Yet, this is not likely to happen any time soon. The Roberts Court affirmed its commitment to the Brooke Group test in Weyerhaeuser—suggesting that a change of course on predatory pricing is improbable. And Congress, even looking beyond the current Republican majority in both houses, rarely enacts laws changing the substance of antitrust law.

Yet, in the meantime, predatory pricing plaintiffs should not resign themselves to defeat. The lower courts, especially in the area of monopolization, have not rigidly followed Supreme Court precedents. They have often treated Supreme Court decisions more as flexible standards than as rigid rules. This history suggests that a lower court may be willing to consider lowering the unduly high requirements of Brooke Group.

While the revised test reflects a different balancing of legal risks, it can be reconciled with Brooke Group. As a basic matter, the Supreme Court, to date, has not applied the Brooke Group test to monopolistic predation and its stated intention to do so can be viewed as dictum. And the revised test’s functional
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approach is not entirely dissimilar from what the *Brooke Group* test aims to do. The second-prong of the revised test—proving pricing below an appropriate measure of cost—is identical to the first factor in *Brooke Group*. Notably, the Supreme Court has not defined what qualifies as an “appropriate” measure of cost, leaving open the possibility that a lower court could apply either average variable cost or average total cost (or similar short- and long-term cost measures such as AAC and LAIC, respectively).\(^{190}\)

The first factor in the revised test is operationally consistent with the *Brooke Group* requirement that plaintiffs must establish that the defendant has “a dangerous probability of recoupment.”\(^ {191}\) The recoupment factor is, in large measure, an examination of market structure and the defendant’s market power.\(^ {192}\) Does the structure of the market permit the defendant to recoup its up-front losses from predation? The market share screen serves to eliminate claims against defendants with small market shares—defendants who are unlikely to be able to recoup their losses from below-cost pricing. This prong recognizes that only a party with a large market share has a high likelihood of recouping its short-term losses through durable monopoly power.\(^ {193}\) And if a plaintiff can also establish a reasonable likelihood of consumer harm from the defendant’s pricing conduct, the gap between the revised test and *Brooke Group* may be more apparent than real.

V. **CONCLUSION**

Empirical research has found that predatory pricing can be a rational anti-competitive strategy for dominant or near-dominant firms. They can use aggressive, temporary price cuts to discipline or eliminate rivals as a means of maintaining or obtaining market power. Studies have found that leading firms in the airline, oil, shipping, sugar, telecommunications, and tobacco industries, among others, have used predatory pricing to preserve or enhance their market power. Price cuts have often been narrowly targeted at product lines or geographic markets in which entry has taken place in order to neutralize the immediate threat and deter would-be competitors.

In spite of the extensive empirical evidence showing that predatory pricing is a rational and not uncommon strategy, the Supreme Court has assert-
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192. *Id.* at 226 (stating that recoupment analysis includes an examination of “the structure and conditions of the relevant market”).

193. Justice Scalia has written that “[b]ehavior that might otherwise not be of concern to the antitrust laws—or that might even be viewed as procompetitive—can take on exclusionary connotations when practiced by a monopolist.” *Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Tech. Servs.*, Inc., 504 U.S. 451, 488 (1992) (Scalia, J., dissenting).
ed that, “predatory pricing is rarely tried, and even more rarely successful.”

As a corollary to its belief that predatory pricing is rarely tried, let alone successfully, the Court added that a more plaintiff-friendly rule could discourage monopolists and oligopolists from cutting prices and unwittingly preserve high prices. In other words, it feared the threat of false positives—punishing innocent defendants. In contrast, it implicitly downplayed the possibility of false negatives—acquitting predators—in spite of the empirical evidence indicating that profitable predatory pricing is not just an academic concern. On these grounds, the Court in *Brooke Group* articulated an unduly demanding two-part test for predation. Plaintiffs must prove that the defendant’s price was below an appropriate measure of cost and that the defendant had a dangerous probability of recouping its upfront losses through enhanced market power.

The revised test retains the structured approach of *Brooke Group* because it provides clarity and guidance for businesses and courts. However, it lowers the evidentiary standard for plaintiffs and uses a burden-shifting approach. The plaintiff has the initial burden of establishing that (1) the defendant has a share in a relevant market in excess of the threshold and (2) the defendant priced a substantial volume of commerce below an appropriate measure of cost. If the plaintiff establishes a presumption of predation, the defendant could rebut it by offering credible business justifications. The revised test would create a wide safe harbor for vigorous price competition but also deter aggressive price discounting that leads to or maintains monopoly power and harms consumers in the medium and long run.
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